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sid tillsley is back sid tillsley forty six is an alcoholic from middlesbrough he s sexist
homophobic overweight extremely lazy and a dogger however two things set him apart from
the rest of his fellow northerners sid tillsley can kill vampires with a single punch and he s no
longer claiming benefits in the eyes of everyone apart from the taxman sid tillsley is officially
a vampire hunter the old hunter reece chambers is using sid to strike fear into the heart of
the vampire nation and sid is doing so with gusto for he gets a packet of fags for every
vampire he knocks out but all is not rosy in sid s world the coalition a council of vampires and
humans mandated to hide the existence of the creatures of the night has shut down his local
pub in a horrific act of cruelty separating him and his mates from their beloved bolton bitter
plus the psychotic vampire gunnar ivansey wants revenge sid hit gunnar so hard in the nuts
he s never forgiven him sid s trusted friends are having a hard time too arthur peasley is
being nagged to death and regrets knocking up his vampire girlfriend brian garforth
discovers vampires are so allergic to his special sauce that even a visit to the clinic won t
save them and then there s peter rathbone who is still a greasy horrible little bastard sid
doesn t realise that he has a fight coming one which will test him to his very limits there s
something else lurking in the shadows or rather the closet a northern man will punch
anything in the face but what terrifies him what saturates him with carnal fear is a direct
attack on his sexuality and the campire draws near the ultimate vampire series howay the
lads a definite must read amy j ramsey ramsey s reviews 2nd edition the series has been
revised and rewritten as of sept 2014
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2010-11

a fistful of rubbers is a cleverly crafted sequel to jackman s the great right hope it contains
everything a vampire reader wants action adventure humor and most importantly shagging
erm slaying of all sorts the ultimate vampire series howay the lads a definite must read amy j
ramsey ramsey s reviews midwest book review sid tillsley is back and this time he s not
claiming benefits sid is now a vampire hunter but even the coolest most dangerous job in the
world can t get him a shag forcing him into the more hazardous world of internet dating his
trusted friends are having a hard time too arthur peasley is being nagged to death and
regrets knocking up his vampire missus brian garforth has the opposite problem vampires
are so allergic to his special sauce that even a visit to the clinic won t save them and then
there s peter rathbone who is still a greasy horrible little bastard meanwhile the human
vampire coalition has shut the local boozer forcing the lads to drink sub standard ale but sid
has a fight coming something lurks in the shadows or rather the closet a northerner will
punch anything in the face but one thing he fears is a direct attack on his sexuality and the
campire draws near meanwhile the psychotic vampire gunnar ivansey wants revenge sid hit
gunnar so hard in the nuts he s never forgiven him and with the death of vampire warlord
michael vitrago the floodgates are open for any vampire to enter britain the heart of the
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vampire nation and wage war against humanity can the coalition prevent the vampire world
from destroying mankind can sid get lucky on the internet can the coalition use sid to hunt
gunnar ivansey can sid find a decent pint until these questions are answered does humanity
have a chance if its only hope is sid s great right hook and a fistful of rubbers
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for sid tillsley the end is near when sid tillsley the most prolific and lethal vampire hunter the
world has ever known cancels his subscription to tits magazine middlesbrough locals know
that something isn t right in the world and that s an understatement the vampire nation is
ready to launch an assault on society the coalition a council of vampires and humans whose
purpose is to hide the existence of the creatures of the night are almost powerless to stop
them they have one hope not a person but a molecule haemo a drug that suppresses the
vampire s need to feed if haemo doesn t work and the vampires take to the streets life will
never be the same again and a new barbaric violent age will devour mankind unfortunately
sid cannot be called upon for sid has landed himself a legitimate job is paying taxes has
stopped smoking and drinking and hasn t had a kebab in over a month but why how what
could possibly change a northern man so set in his ways vampires could never be so cruel
such devilry such wickedness can only be the work of womenfolk not even the most teeth
sharpened vampire aficionado will be able to guess how this one ends i commend this book
to all readers of both humour and vampire genres enjoy geoff nelder cafe doom 2nd edition
the series has been revised and rewritten as of sept 2014
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the end is near when the most prolific and lethal vampire hunter the world has ever known
cancels his subscription to tits middlesbrough locals know that something isn t right and that
s an understatement the vampire nation is ready to launch an assault on mankind the
coalition a council of vampires and humans formed to hide the existence of the vampire are
almost powerless to stop them they have one hope not a person but a molecule haemo a
drug that quells the vampire s need to feed if haemo doesn t work and the vampires take to
the streets life will never be the same again unfortunately sid tillsley cannot be called upon
and it wasn t even the vampires who cancelled his subscription to his all time favourite
periodical sid has got a job is paying taxes has stopped smoking and drinking and hasn t had
a kebab in over a month but why vampires would never be so cruel such devilry can only be
the work of womenfolk join sid and the lads from middlesbrough in the exciting and hilarious
conclusion about the reluctant vampire hunter who only ever wanted a shag
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